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Context
What happens in the absence of memory or if memory is the construction of an unreliable narrator?
My practice is concerned with the exploration of community, connection and identity. Central to
this is Ferdinand Tönnies idea of ‘gemeinschaft’ – community of personal and emotional connection
(2001). Yet underlying all familial communities is a politics and propaganda, which seek to idealise for
appearances. Within any family album this is evident: Prints are selected from negatives and added to
folders for public presentation. John Tagg notes, “the photograph, which becomes meaningful in certain
transactions and real effects, but which cannot refer or be referred to as pre-photographic reality as to
truth” (1988: 3). Photography is the first unreliable narrator that I will use to investigate my own family
histories, which have be told to me by other unreliable narrators. My intention is to construct a subjective
‘narrative’ of my own to acknowledge that photographic truth is flawed because people are.
My own family is disparate, uncommunicative, and alienated. The relationship between my mother
and her mother is strained to a point where they have not spoken for over 25 years – from when I was a
child myself and unable to fully understand why. Within the family archive there are ‘manual intervention
photographs’ (Maucci, 2020), that ask more questions than anything they are aiming to hide (Fig: 1).
This creates a disconnect between stories and the image, just as Roy Stryker punched holes in the
images that didn’t fit into his official FSA narrative (Fig: 2). This is a way of exacting control over what
is seen. The work is effectively a personal story but one that has elements of universality, exploring
the way that we all construct truth and present romanticised versions of oneself. As Jo Spence noted,
“visual representation privileges the nuclear family by naturalising, romanticising, and idealising family
relationships above all others” (Hirsch, 1997: 100) and goes on to remind us that we never have an
independent thought in our minds, judging everything based on prior knowledge. For my Final Major
Project (FMP), this acknowledgement comes with a caveat: a justified true belief can’t be considered
knowledge when based on a false premise (Gettier, 1963).

Figure 1: Unknown (1986) Manual intervention Figure 2: Lee Russell (1937) Untitled photo, possibly
photograph from family archive.
related to: Mr. Tronson, farmer near Wheelock,
North Dakota
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Overview
I propose an investigative photographic study containing forms of archival material & objects
(Fig:3&4), and also new work. I will conduct a period of research, reflection, experimentation and
development to create a solid foundation for the project, which will be especially vital during the period
of sustained lockdown. It is also a way to reviewing the materials as evidential objects and understand
the human elements in their absence, delving deeper into ideas of a cultural anthropology and Michel
Foucault’s discussion on Power and subjectivity (Engelke, 2017: 55). As Matthew Engelke reminds us:
“Pastoral life is defined by a strong emphasis on the nuclear family, although in many ways this focus on
the family is just a mask for hyper-individualism” (p. 103). Selfishly, my investigation will also question
my own narrative and if these disparate elements existent in my family are also inherent in me. After
this initial period, my intention is to further the inquiry by utilising elements of my photographic practice
developed throughout the MA (Fig: 5). This is to create my authorship over the narrative and fill the gaps
of memory with my own subjective lens. I aim to re-engage with long lost relatives and understand why
we are no longer entwined in each other’s lives through photographs and interviews.

Figure 3: Unknown (1978) Manual intervention Figure 4: Phil Hill (January, 2020) St Christopher
photograph from family archive.
Pendant - Christening present from Grandmother.

Figure 5: Phil Hill (October - November, 2020) Image from Sustainable Prospects module & WIPP.
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Key Influences & Research
Quetzal Maucci
Maucci’s mixed media series ‘Baci, Piccoli Baci, Grandi Bacci’ considers the relationship between the
photographer and her father (Fig: 6&7). The series utilises archive, objects, and also her own imagery.
Maucci understands the significance of how deleted images from the album are just as important
as those we chose to display, hinting at delicate family dynamics and will play a significant role in my
own investigation. Maucci also poses important questions on the interest of such personal narratives,
suggesting that audiences are always keen to view stories based on events that really happened (2020).

Figure 6: Quetzal Maucci (2020) From ‘Baci, Piccoli,
Grandi Bacci’

Figure 7: Quetzal Maucci (2020) From ‘Baci, Piccoli,
Grandi Bacci’

Karl Ohiri
Ohiri’s practice is raw and personal and also effectively utilises archive materials (Fig: 8). His reference
to the surface qualities of the photograph are of great interest to me and link really well to my own
investigations into an object orientated ontological approach to photography. Graham Harmon notes “All
objects must be given equal attention, whether they be human, non-human, natural, cultural, real or
fictional” (2018:9) as a way of acknowledging that things exist in a way that a human reading cannot truly
understand its nuances.
• In addition to Ohiri’s exploration of the physicality of the photograph, Marianne Hirsch notes of Ralph
Eugene Meatyard: “Meatyard’s album suggests that we all function as subjects and objects in a
complex visual field” (1997:102), which provides me another area of inquiry into the object (Fig: 9).

Figure 8: Karl Ohiri (2013) From ‘How to mend a
broken heart’
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Figure 9: Ralph Eugene Meatyard (1970-72)
Lucybelle Crater and her 40 year old husband
Lucybelle Crater.

Methodology
In the absence of memory all I have are unreliable narrators – deposition, archive, and my photography. I
will be using archive material and objects within it as a way of triggering new narrative as I am interested
in the construction and structures of narrative. It is my intention to conduct my project like an investigation
that will present the archive evidence and follow areas of inquiry in order to photograph new places and
persons. To start, the focus will remain on archive and objects to create this new narrative for myself and
to maximise opportunity in developing research, experimentation and conceptual approach to the work
whilst there are restrictions. One initial area of inquiry has been to use part of the archive as a submission
to Belfast Photo festival (Appendix B).
Publication
I hope to use recent experiences in the publication of recent MA project work (Fig: 10&11) as a springboard
to support and build a publically facing project. For this new FMP work, I am proposing the following
outcomes, which will endeavour social engagement as a fundamental value. It is important that my
outcomes remain flexible owing to the ongoing pandemic.
• Book Dummy – Supported by audio: The photobook is a link to the family album. It is also a method
of creating a tangible art object that supports Karl Ohiri’ ‘physicality of the photograph’ (2020) in a
similar way to how the family album is interacted with. In addition, I propose some kind of additional
audio, which would exist in addition to the publication and further its reach, supported by Online
Exhibition gallery should it remain a necessity to do so.
• Teaching practice development – Talks/workshops/Essay: As a lecturer, I am keen to use the
experience and outcomes to inform both teaching and art practice. There will be opportunity to
develop a range of talks and workshops from the outcomes of the project.
• In April, I am presenting my project at the inaugural ‘Community and Communication’ Conference
at Staffordshire University, where I have also been ask to sit on the Local Communities panel. This
midpoint will be a good opportunity to deliver findings of my project and research. (Appendix C).
• One of the key questions that have been raised in my initial research is why ‘manual intervention
photographs’ remain within these family albums after they have been defaced. I would like to
explore this as an essay, which could contextualise the visual.
• Engagement: I have an established relationship with my local arts development officer experienced
in developing funded projects and outcomes that are socially engaged. I aim to also continue working
at local and national level to create opportunities for wider dissemination of the work.

Figure 10: Phil Hill & Out of Place Books (2021)
Cover from ‘I hope this finds you safe and well’

Figure 11: Phil Hill & Out of Place Books (2021)
Spread from ‘I hope this finds you safe and well’
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Ethics
My starting point is the family album and the stories are personal and potentially raw. Karl Ohiri discusses
his use of personal archive and the heaviness attached to moving a private space into the public domain,
however the dialogue and sharing of experience is part of the transformative power of photography. My
interest is also about the absence of memory and Marianne Hirsch suggests: “Perhaps it is in the familial
look itself that makes it difficult to read this picture which will not reveal any identifiable truth” (1997:104),
so investigations and development of the project will also abstract and appropriate images beyond their
indexical state to reveal my own narratives without compromising potential ethical boundaries. Permission
and model releases will be sought for persons in the project (see Appendix D).
Provisional Schedule
Although, I am able to provide a timeline, it is important to remain flexible. Owing to the ongoing situation,
dates and ability to create work for specific opportunities and locations may be compromised. My
expectation for publication, will assume that I may have to wait until after the MA to fully publish and
realise the project. However, I can put in place all of the groundwork and prepare for future opportunity
throughout (Table 1).

Timeframe

Note

Jan - Feb

• Research and development.
• Build relationships and also research the wider topics to underpin and inform my
project.
• Test shooting & Development.
• ‘I hope this finds you safe and well’ book release

Mar - May

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jun - Aug

•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposal submitted to Belfast Photo festival
Practical development continued.
Develop my approach & inform output.
Development of technical approaches to inform how my aesthetic will underpin the
conceptual.
Outcome planning and development.
April – ‘Communities and Communication’ Conference
Preliminary sharing of some of the outcomes and testing audience response. In
collaboration with Cohort platform ‘The Long Exposure’
Final work for the project.
Edit and Sequence.
Book Dummy construction
FMP Submission
Book Dummy Awards: Bar Tur, Unseen
Proposals for – Brighton Photo (2022), Format

Table 1: Phil Hill (February 2021) Provisional Schedule of events for FMP.
Word Count: 1462
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APPENDIX B
Belfast Photo Festival Submission
To begin engaging in the process of disseminating this work, I have adapted parts of this project proposal
as part of a submission to the Belfast Photo festival open call. From my initial look at my family archive, I
have become interested in how many images still exist amongst the prints and negatives, which did not
make it into the albums because they are ‘technically poor’ quality. In particular, there is a link made to
ideas of memory through the way that the processing lab ‘twin check’ label had ingrained onto so many
of the images at the ends of rolls:

In the absence of memory, all I have is an unreliable narrator.
What happens in the absence of memory or if memory is the construction of an unreliable narrator?
My own family is disparate, uncommunicative, and alienated. The relationship between my mother and
her mother is strained to a point where they have not spoken for over 25 years – from when I was a
child myself and unable to fully understand why and where. Ever since the narrative has been shaped
by those still around to construct it. I look at some of the images within this archive and wonder what
happened, as Marianne Hirsch notes: “Perhaps it is the familial look itself that makes it difficult to read
this picture which will not reveal any identifiable truth” (1997, p. 104) so I have deliberately sought to
utilise images within the archive that have been dismissed as ‘bad’ and those that are less indexical
to the romanticised and idealised moments they were supposed to represent. As a link to how the
photograph supports building memories, many have a ‘twin check’ label attached or ingrained into the
image, which was intended to aid the ‘memory’ of the person processing it. This is to explore different
‘truths’ and highlight the way that family narrative can be unreliable as a basis to construct an individual history. The work is effectively a personal story but one that has elements of universality, exploring
the way that we all construct truth and present romanticised versions of oneself.

Figure 12: Unkown (1970 - 1990) ‘Twin Check’ sticker images from family archive.
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APPENDIX C
Communities and Communication Conference
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APPENDIX E
Other strands of investigation
Owing to the ongoing conditions, I will aim to continue exploration some mini-projects within the wider
body of work in order to support research and development of this main inquiry. This is to remain open to
any further shifts in the situation during this pandemic. Potential mini project ideas:
I hope this finds you safe nd well/More Lonely Ere continuation
Should it continue to be problematice to travel, I will continue to make work in my locality and explore
the themes that I have brought together throughout this MA. Potentially, there is scope to bring together
elements of what I am setting out in this proposal together with a closer look at where I am at now.
Class objects
Ideas of class and social mobility are underlying threads in my research. My family history is deeply rooted
in the working class and this is also reflected in my own upbringing. There are objects within the archive
that I have and also items that I own, which reflect a working class experience and could support the
wider narrative that I’m exploring.
Further Education
I started to work with the college I teach at together with the arts development officer for Watford to
develop a project in collaboration with the demographic of students that attend there. It became quite
apparent during the summer lockdowns that these students were forgotten, even in terms of the exam
concessions allowed for GCSE and A level students. In terms of the economic recovery after the pandemic, these are the young people who will be most affected by the job losses and lack of opportunity.
Although, I am unable to collaborate and create work in person I am still continuing to work with all of the
agencies to develop the scope of this project with the potential of continuing after the MA. There is an
inherent value in working on this throughout giving me key experience in project funding application and
collaborating with other stakeholders.
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APPENDIX F
Identified Initial Research
• Jack Latham: I aim to return to Latham’s use of archive and his own photographic explorations,
especially with Sugar Paper Theories (fig: 12) and unpack the way that he effectively creates new
narrative blending fiction and reality.
• Gideon Mendel: It was suggested that I look at the way Mendel approaches documentary by
focussing on objects in the absence of the people (Fig: 13) will support my own investigations into
my family archive.
• Jo Spence: Spence’s use of the family album to frame her experiences of working class will be
invaluable to my own project. Part of my project will consider whether my own working class
background has had an impact on relationships and connection. Jo Spence is a photographer I am
aware of but only just come but will be a key part of my research moving forward.
• Marianne Hirsch: Hirsch’s discussion on the familial gaze will be invaluable for the development
of the project and provide the tools to analyse and deconstruct what is happening within my own
archive and the impact that it is having on present contexts.
• Bindi Vora: Vora’s practice utilises the surface qualities of the photograph, I am particularly
interested in the way that she uses camera film ends as a tangible link to photography and the
person who placed the film into the camera (Fig: 14)
• Bryan Schutmaat: Schutmaat has been a vital recent influence of my practice in the way that he
uses place and the land as an underpinning, necessary, additional character within his narrative (Fig:
15&16). Objects, landscape and a sense of Place will be a important to my project, considering their
impact on constructed narratives.
• Vanessa Winship: Winship’s methodology and approach to making work (Fig: 17&18) has been a
clear influence on my work during the MA. Her discussions on using Black and white creating a
contrast to a world we perceive in colour so that we look and question it more readily (2015). I am
considering bringing colour back into to my work for this project however, the mind-set of utilising the
qualities of photography to create the basis for analysis and questioning is something that I aim to
achieve with this body of work.
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Figure 13: Jack Latham (2016)
from ‘Sugar Paper Theories’

Figure 14: Gideon Mendel
(2016) School textbook, collected 15 September.

Figure 15: Bindi Vora (2012 Ongoing) From ‘Film Ends’

Figure 16: Bryan Schutmaat (2017) Spread from Figure 17: Bryan Schutmaat (2014) From ‘Grays
‘Good Godamn.’
the Mountain Sends’

Figure 18: Vanessa Winship (2013) From ‘She Figure 19: Vanessa Winship (2006) From Black Sea
Dances on Jackson’
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